
Access the latest KeyNews from LexisNexis. 
For more information on our public webinars, take a look at the calendar located on Knowledge Network to register.

Training Webinars

11th March 2020 12PM•30MINS

12th March 2020 12PM•60MINS

Getting started with Lexis Red®        
This session shows you how to browse and search your digital versions of loose leaf publications and quickly find, high-
light and annotate content. It also explores how features like the annotation organiser and indexes can enhance your 
effectiveness when you are out of the office. 

Getting Started with Lexis Advance®      
The High Court Analyser and NSW Court of Appeal Analyser are subscription solutions that integrate with Lexis 
Advance. They are powered by our industry acclaimed case set, CaseBase®, and allow users to quickly and easily uncover 
new insights from court judgments. During this session learn how to perform analysis across four core areas (people & 
parties, outcomes, words & phrases and most cited), filter results, link to CaseBase records and export analysis.

REGISTER HERE

REGISTER HERE

16th March 2020 12PM•60MINS
Getting started with Lexis® Draft      
Lexis Draft is a legal drafting solution which contains legal proofreading, editorial review, research and analytical tools 
for accurate, consistent and efficient drafting. These tools, will help reduce professional liability risks whilst improving 
your competitive advantage through increased productivity. This session uses real life sample drafting documents.

REGISTER HERE

19th March 2020 12PM•60MINS
Reduce Research Time: Tips and Tricks for Corporate Lawyers
In this session corporate lawyers can find relevant results quickly and effectively by tapping into the tips and 
techniques used by knowledge managers and seasoned researchers.  Understand the power of Boolean vs terms and 
connectors, structure your searches and spend less time gathering so you can achieve more with your search results. 

REGISTER HERE
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Access the latest KeyNews from LexisNexis. 
For more information on our public webinars, take a look at the calendar located on Knowledge Network to register.

Training Webinars

24th March 2020 12PM•60MINS

31st March 2020 12PM•60MINS

Overview on Regulatory Compliance  
Regulatory Compliance from LexisNexis helps you manage the evolving regulatory landscape for your organisation.  It 
is a comprehensive legal obligations register - categorised by core modules and industry specialised modules.  In this 
webinar we will provide an overview on Regulatory Compliance, navigate between the core vs sub obligations, utilise the 
practical guidance notes and the practical tools available to apply measures, assign control and identify risk exposure. 
This session will take a practical approach to undertake the work involved in using the excel register (or the portal) which 
is relevant to all risk and compliance functions, to cover the three lines of defence including the business manager, 
compliance and risk manager, and internal audit or assurance in order to meet with the ever changing legal obligations.  

Mind Mapping Clerkship session       
This session has been designed to aid you in being more efficient in the way you search, and provide you with the 
tools to minimise the risk of missing valuable results and mitigating the risk of getting it wrong. The session will focus 
on a four step process which can be used for all online research and a structure which can be used to document the 
research undertaken. The session also covers what you should expect when you start your clerkship and what will be 
expected of you.  This session will help you stand out from the crowd.

REGISTER HERE

REGISTER HERE

2nd April 2020 12PM•60MINS
Overview on Regulatory Compliance      
Regulatory Compliance from LexisNexis helps you manage the evolving regulatory landscape for your organisation.  It is a 
comprehensive legal obligations register - categorised by core modules and industry specialised modules.  In this webinar 
we will provide an overview on Regulatory Compliance, navigate between the core vs sub obligations, utilise the practical 
guidance notes and the practical tools available to apply measures, assign control and identify risk exposure. This session 
will take a practical approach to undertake the work involved in using the excel register (or the portal) which is relevant 
to all risk and compliance functions, to cover the three lines of defence including the business manager, compliance and 
risk manager, and internal audit or assurance in order to meet with the ever changing legal obligations.  

REGISTER HERE

23rd March 2020 4:30PM•30MINS
Dissecting CaseBase® for ruthlessly efficient results
This session examines methods of conducting searches on Lexis Advance, from understanding the algorithm that runs 
behind the scenes of Lexis Advance, to the application of advanced filters to generate effective results. This session 
also demonstrates a new feature with ability to search within CaseBase graph results. 

REGISTER HERE

https://www.lexisnexis.com.au/en/keynews/largeenterprise/Q1?utm_source=Others&utm_medium=TrainingWebinar&utm_term=&utm_content=&utm_campaign=AU-Corp-KeyNewsLargeEnterpriseQ1-TrainingWebinar-Others
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Access the latest KeyNews from LexisNexis. 
For more information on our public webinars, take a look at the calendar located on Knowledge Network to register.

Training Webinars

6th April 2020 12PM•30MINS

8th April 2020 12PM•30MINS

Getting Started with Lexis Advance        
This session provides an orientation of Lexis Advance along with introductory tips for research efficiency. Learn how to 
make the most of the big red search box and quickly narrow down in your search results. Discover how to create links 
to your favourite publications and how to highlight and annotate our market leading content. Finally, utilise the ability 
to create your own work folders to easily access and organise your research materials. 

Getting started with Lexis Red      
This session shows you how to browse and search your digital versions of loose leaf publications and quickly find, 
highlight and annotate content. It also explores how features like the annotation organiser and indexes can enhance 
your effectiveness when you are out of the office. 

REGISTER HERE

REGISTER HERE

9th April 2020 4:30PM•30MINS
Lexis Advance for Family Law practitioners       
A session dedicated to unlocking your family law content with ease. This session will launch into the Family Law 
content available in LexisNexis Practical Guidance and then drill further into the commentary and annotated legislation 
available on the Lexis Advance research tool.

REGISTER HERE

15th April 2020 12PM•60MINS
Reduce Research Time: Tips and Tricks for Corporate Lawyers
In this session corporate lawyers can find relevant results quickly and effectively by tapping into the tips and 
techniques used by knowledge managers and seasoned researchers.  Understand the power of Boolean vs terms and 
connectors, structure your searches and spend less time gathering so you can achieve more with your search results. 

REGISTER HERE
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Access the latest KeyNews from LexisNexis. 
For more information on our public webinars, take a look at the calendar located on Knowledge Network to register.

Training Webinars

20th April 2020 12PM•30MINS

21st April 2020 12PM•60MINS

Dissecting CaseBase for ruthlessly efficient results      
This session examines methods of conducting searches on Lexis Advance, from understanding the algorithm that runs 
behind the scenes of Lexis Advance, to the application of advanced filters to generate effective results. This session 
also demonstrates a new feature with ability to search within CaseBase graph results. 

Mindmapping Natural Language vs Boolean & Practical vs Analytical Content      
This session will take you through how to effectively map out a search strategy before they begin searching, to reduce 
the amount of time spent on research. The session will cover the 4 steps involved in a search and incorporate an 
exploration as to when users would use Boolean over natural language. We will also look at the difference between 
practical content and analytical content and discuss when users would use one or the other. Private Webinar for Large 
Law/Academic/Mid Law

REGISTER HERE

REGISTER HERE

23rd April 2020 12PM•60MINS
 Recent Enhancements to Lexis platforms including Lexis Advance, Lexis Red and Lexis Draft     
This session will take Knowledge Managers and librarians through recent enhancements to Lexis Advance, Lexis Red 
and Lexis Draft.

REGISTER HERE

27th April 2020 12PM•60MINS
Getting started with Capital Monitor
This webinar shows you how to use Capital Monitor which provides parliamentary, political, legislative, regulatory and 
judicial news and information. It highlights how to set up personal and preformatted alerts, how to search its extensive 
collection for documents and how you can use Capital Monitor to provide current awareness services. 

REGISTER HERE
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Access the latest KeyNews from LexisNexis. 
For more information on our public webinars, take a look at the calendar located on Knowledge Network to register.

Training Webinars

30th April 2020 12PM•30MINS

5th May 2020 12PM•60MINS

Getting started with Lexis Draft        
Lexis Draft is a legal drafting solution which contains legal proofreading, editorial review, research and analytical tools 
for accurate, consistent and efficient drafting. These tools, will help reduce professional liability risks whilst improving 
your competitive advantage through increased productivity. This session uses real life sample drafting documents.

Getting Started with Lexis Advance      
This session provides an orientation of Lexis Advance along with introductory tips for research efficiency. Learn how to 
make the most of the big red search box and quickly narrow down in your search results. Discover how to create links 
to your favourite publications and how to highlight and annotate our market leading content. Finally, utilise the ability 
to create your own work folders to easily access and organise your research materials. 

REGISTER HERE

REGISTER HERE

7th May 2020 12PM•60MINS
Reduce Research Time: Tips and Tricks for Corporate Lawyers     
In this session corporate lawyers can find relevant results quickly and effectively by tapping into the tips and 
techniques used by knowledge managers and seasoned researchers.  Understand the power of Boolean vs terms and 
connectors, structure your searches and spend less time gathering so you can achieve more with your search results. 

REGISTER HERE

11th May 2020 4:30PM•30MINS
Dissecting CaseBase for ruthlessly efficient results
This session examines methods of conducting searches on Lexis Advance, from understanding the algorithm that runs 
behind the scenes of Lexis Advance, to the application of advanced filters to generate effective results. This session 
also demonstrates a new feature with ability to search within CaseBase graph results. 

REGISTER HERE
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Access the latest KeyNews from LexisNexis. 
For more information on our public webinars, take a look at the calendar located on Knowledge Network to register.

Training Webinars

13th May 2020 12PM•60MINS

14th May 2020 12PM•60MINS

Getting started with Capital Monitor      
This webinar shows you how to use Capital Monitor which provides parliamentary, political, legislative, regulatory and 
judicial news and information. It highlights how to set up personal and preformatted alerts, how to search its extensive 
collection for documents and how you can use Capital Monitor to provide current awareness services. 

Lexis Advance International      
The session will cover key aspects of the service including how to find content by country, how to search particular 
content types as well as covering state and federal searching for US materials.  This session is aimed at knowledge 
Managers and librarians.

REGISTER HERE

REGISTER HERE

19th May 2020 12PM•60MINS
Overview on Regulatory Compliance      
Regulatory Compliance from LexisNexis helps you manage the evolving regulatory landscape for your organisation.  It is a 
comprehensive legal obligations register - categorised by core modules and industry specialised modules. In this webinar 
we will provide an overview on Regulatory Compliance, navigate between the core vs sub obligations, utilise the practical 
guidance notes and the practical tools available to apply measures, assign control and identify risk exposure. This session 
will take a practical approach to undertake the work involved in using the excel register (or the portal) which is relevant to 
all risk and compliance functions, to cover the three lines of defence including the business manager, compliance and risk 
manager, and internal audit or assurance in order to meet with the ever changing legal obligations.  

REGISTER HERE

21st May 2020 12PM•60MINS
Getting started with Lexis Draft
Lexis Draft is a legal drafting solution which contains legal proofreading, editorial review, research and analytical tools 
for accurate, consistent and efficient drafting. These tools, will help reduce professional liability risks whilst improving 
your competitive advantage through increased productivity. This session uses real life sample drafting documents.

REGISTER HERE
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Access the latest KeyNews from LexisNexis. 
For more information on our public webinars, take a look at the calendar located on Knowledge Network to register.

Training Webinars

25th May 2020 4:30PM•30MINS

27th May 2020 12PM•30MINS

Bang for your buck - Customising your Lexis Advance to make it work for you      
Take the time to customise your Lexis Advance to gain maximum value from your subscription service. Throughout 
this step-by-step session, we allocate the time for you to make the simple customisations on your own Lexis Advance 
platform in real time. By the end of this session you will have created a customised daily alert to receive relevant 
updates in the law on an area of your choosing and customised your publications pod, ensuring that you can easily 
find your most required content. 

Getting started with Lexis Red   
This session shows you how to browse and search your digital versions of loose leaf publications and quickly find, 
highlight and annotate content. It also explores how features like the annotation organiser and indexes can enhance 
your effectiveness when you are out of the office. 

REGISTER HERE

REGISTER HERE

LexisNexis, Lexis Advance, Lexis Draft, Lexis Red, CaseBase, and the Knowledge Burst logo are registered trademarks and Capital Monitor is a trademark of RELX Inc. 
© 2019 Reed International Books Australia Pty Ltd trading as LexisNexis. All rights reserved.
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